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Using coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations and an umbrella sampling method that uses local
surfactant density as a reaction coordinate, we directly calculate, for the first time, both the scission and
branching free energies of a model charged micelle [cationic cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC)] in
the presence of inorganic and organic salts (hydrotropes). We find that while inorganic salt only weakly
affects the micelle scission energy, organic hydrotropes produce a strong, nonmonotonic dependence of
both scission energy and branching on salt concentration. The nonmonotonicity in scission energy is traced
to a competition between electrostatic screening of the repulsions among the surfactant head groups and
thinning of the micellar core, which result from attachment of the hydrotropes to the micelle surface. We are
able to correlate the nonmonotonicity in the scission energy of CTAC micelles with the peak observed
experimentally in viscosity versus hydrotrope concentration and the location of this peak in CTAC
solutions.
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The self-assembly of neutral or charged surfactant mol-
ecules in aqueous solution is regulated by inorganic salt or
organic hydrotropes (i.e., organic ions), leading to diverse
structures such as spheres; rods; and long wormlike, looped,
and branched micelles [1–4]. The richness of micellar
solution morphologies leads to numerous applications of
surfactants in personal care products, oil-production fluids,
and medicines and as drag-reduction agents for fluid trans-
portation, among others [5–8]. Their effectiveness in these
applications often depends on their rheological properties,
which strongly depend on the size and structure of the
micelles. Unlike polymers, micelles can merge to form
longer micelles or branched micelles or they can break into
smaller micelles, maintaining a dynamical equilibrium in
solution. Their breakage and rejoining, and hence their size
distribution and conformation, are determined by their
scission and branching (free) energies. Cates and co-workers
proposed a mean-field scaling law that the average length of
a micelle should depend on scission energy Esciss as L̄ ∼
ϕ0.5 expðEsciss=2kBTÞ [9] (this formula may not be valid at
very low surfactant concentration as shown by Carl et al.
[10]). Later, MacKintosh et al. suggested that Esciss in Cates’
theory should be replaced by a “reduced scission energy”
Ee
sciss in the case of a charged micelle as repulsions amongst

the charged surfactant heads reduce the effective scission
energy [11,12]. However, experimental verification of this
theory is difficult as the scission energy of the micelles is
estimated only indirectly, i.e., from their average length,
which is challenging to measure accurately even when they
can be observed by cryo-TEM [3].

Thus, the average length of the micelles is usually
measured indirectly through their rheology. Specifically,
the ratio of the loss modulus at its local minimum (G00

min)
with respect to frequency to the plateau modulus (Gp) is
theoretically related to the average micelle length (L̄), as
G00

min=Gp ∼ ðLe=L̄Þn, where Le is the average contour
length between two successive entanglement points along
the micelle and the exponent in the original derivation
n ¼ 1 [13] was found in refined calculations to be n ¼ 0.8
[14]. Measuring G00

min=Gp at different temperatures and
obtaining Le=L̄ as a function of temperature, the scission
energy (Esciss) can be obtained through the relationship L̄ ∼
ϕ0.5 expðEsciss=2kBTÞ; if one can take Le to be temperature
independent [15–18], which, however, has been claimed to
be incorrect [13]. In addition, the formulaG00

min=Gp ∼ Le=L̄
is a highly approximate formula, which ignores the effects
of high-frequency bending modes on the rheology, for
example, and is expected to underpredict L̄ [13,19,20].
Moreover, neither this nor any other method has yet been
proposed that can estimate the branching free energy of the
micelles. Although the self-assembly, dynamics, and rheol-
ogy of micelles have been heavily studied both experi-
mentally and computationally [19–26], a method for direct
estimation of both micelle scission and branching (free)
energy is lacking so far.
Here, we introduce a method to obtain by coarse-grained

molecular dynamics simulations the effect of hydrotropes
and inorganic salts on the breakage and branching free
energies of micelles and apply this method to cationic
cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC) micelles. To do
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so, we follow the recent work of Koenig et al. [27] and use
umbrella sampling simulations with a reaction coordinate
that controls the preferred number of molecules within a
scission region. We show that this reaction coordinate can
be traversed reversibly, thereby demonstrating sufficient
sampling of configurations to yield the thermodynamic free
energy. We show that the nonmonotonic dependence of the
simulated scission energy on hydrotrope concentration can
be expressed as a sum of a positive contribution that is
linear in the number of surfactant molecules per unit length
of the micelle and a negative term that is quadratic in the
micelle charge, as can be rationalized by simple physical
considerations. Furthermore, we also compute the branch-
ing free energy of CTAC micelles as a function of hydro-
trope concentration and use this and the scission free
energy to explain the origin of the ubiquitous large peak
in the viscosity of this micellar solution with increasing
hydrotrope concentration.
All coarse-grained simulations were performed using the

MARTINI [28] force field, which has been used exten-
sively [4,23–25,29,30] to model these surfactant systems
and has been shown to reproduce many experimental
observations including the sphere-to-rod transition and
shear-induced micelle stretching energy. Details of the
simulation protocol are given in the Supplemental
Material [31], which includes Refs. [32–36]. The scission
energy of the micelle was computed using an umbrella
sampling method in which the number of beads in the
prechosen “scission region” was taken as the reaction
coordinate. A harmonic potential VðNÞ ¼ 1

2
KðN − N0Þ2

was applied to constrain the number of beads N in this
region to a target value of N0 in a given window. Here, N is
the instantaneous value of the number of surfactant beads in
the scission region and K is the spring constant of the
harmonic potential. The dimensions of the scission region
along the X and Y directions (perpendicular to the micelle
axis) are the dimensions of the simulation box in these
directions, and the width of the scission region along the Z
direction is given by d, shown in Fig. 1. The initial
configurations for each window were generated using
steered MD simulations in which the number of beads
in the scission region was decreased from 350 to 0 in
steps of 5, thus creating a total of 71 windows. These
configurations were then used for umbrella sampling
simulations. Each window was equilibrated for 200 ns
prior to a 50-ns-long production run. The Weighted
Histogram Analysis Method was used to extract the
potential of mean force (PMF) from the biased simulations.
All umbrella sampling simulations were performed using
the GROMACS [37] package patched with the PLUMED 2.2

software [38].
The PMF for breaking a linear micelle as a function of

the number of surfactant beads in the scission region of
width 3 nm (d ¼ 3 nm) is shown in Fig. 2(a) for the CTAC
micelle in the absence of any organic salt, but with an

appropriate number of chloride ions to maintain charge
neutrality. Starting from N close to 350, by applying a
biasing potential, the numbers of beads in the scission
region is driven down and the PMF rises to around 13.8
kBT as shown in Fig. 2(a), corresponding to the beginning
of a plateau in the PMF at around N ¼ 140. The beginning
of the plateau region corresponds to the breakage of the
micelle, and the plateau region corresponds to the equi-
librium state with two end caps; the beads in these end caps
remain in the scission region until the micelle fragments are
driven apart and the bead count drops towards zero. The
PMF has a minimum at N ¼ 270 beads in the scission
region, which is the average number of surfactant beads per

FIG. 1. Left panel: coarse-grained structure of (a) cationic CTA
surfactant and (b) salicylate hydrotrope. Each bead is labeled with
the MARTINI bead type. (c) Snapshot of the linear micelle in the
presence of chloride counterions and NaSal hydrotropes. The
dashed lines show the scission region where the biasing potential
is applied. The arrow shows the width d of the scission region
along the micelle axis. Right panel: Snapshot of the branched
micelle. The dashed lines show the region where the biasing
potential is applied. The green, red, blue, yellow, and gray beads
represent the surfactant tail beads, surfactant head, salicylate,
sodium, and chloride, respectively.

FIG. 2. (a) PMF as a function of the number of surfactant beads
in the scission region in the absence of added salt. Inset shows the
PMF for different widths (d) of the scission region. Error bars are
of the order of the line width and hence are not shown.
(b) Scission energy of the CTAC micelles as a function of R.
The solid black line is a polynomial fit to the numerical data
(circles). Error bars are of the order of the symbol size and hence
are not shown. The inset compares the scission energy obtained
from the simulations and a semianalytical expression discussed in
the text.
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3 nm of an equilibrated CTAC micelle. The free energy
difference between the minimum and the plateau is the
breakage free energy or “scission energy” of the micelles.
The system contains two end caps after the breakage;
hence, the end-cap free energy is half of the scission energy,
which is ∼6.9kBT. We also verified that the PMF is
reversible [the red line Fig. 2(a)] with respect to the
reaction coordinate and is independent of the width of
the scission region d as shown in the Fig. 2(a) inset (see the
Supplemental Material [31] for details).
We now discuss the effect of the inorganic salt NaCl and

organic salt NaSal on the scission energy of the CTAC
micelles. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the scission energy as a
function of R, the ratio of the number of salt ion pairs to
surfactant molecules, slightly increases with the NaCl
concentration while the effect of the NaSal salt is much
more prominent as we shall discuss later. The end-cap
energy of a CTAC micelle in an NaCl solution at R ¼ 1 is
∼7.5kBT, which is roughly comparable to the end-cap
energy of ∼10.6kBT for a CTAB micelle in a NaNO3

solution at R ¼ 1, as reported in a recent experimental
study [39]. The modest difference in the scission energies is
probably due to different inorganic salts (NaCl vs NaNO3)
considered in these two studies. In our simulations, the end-
cap energy increases only by ∼0.4kBT as the salt concen-
tration is increased from R ¼ 1 to R ¼ 2, which is not very
significant. This small change is also consistent with the
experimental result showing an increase of the end-cap
energy by ∼0.7kBT for the CTAB=NaNO3 system for a
similar change in the salt concentration [39].
The effect of organic salt or hydrotrope NaSal on the

scission energy of CTAC is much greater than the effect of
the NaCl salt. As can be seen from Fig. 2(b), the scission
free energy initially increases with the NaSal concentration
until R reaches a critical value of ∼0.65, beyond which the
scission energy of the micelle decreases. The nonmono-
tonic dependence of the scission energy of the CTAC
micelles (cationic) on the NaSal concentration obtained
from our simulations can be understood qualitatively from
a theory analogous to the theory of “reduced effective
scission energy” Ee

sciss ¼ Esciss − ðlBrv�2=ϕ0.5Þ originally
proposed by MacKintosh et al. [11,12]. Here, lB, r, v�, and
Esciss are, respectively, the Bjerrum length, the radius of the
micelle, the number of effective elementary charges per
unit length of the charged micelle, and the scission energy
of an uncharged micelle of radius r that has been neutral-
ized by condensation of opposite ions onto the micelle
surface (see the Supplemental Material [31] for more
details). The formula of MacKintosh et al. is valid for
micelles whose charge per unit length is very small and
hence is not applicable to CTAC micelles for which the
charge density is determined by strongly adsorbing hydro-
tropes rather than by the Bjerrum length. We propose
that the effective scission energy can be expressed as
Ee
scissðn;QÞ ¼ An − BQ2. Here A and B are constants

and n and Q are the number of surfactant molecules per
unit micelle length and the total charge (micelleþ adsorbed
hydrotropes) per unit micelle length, respectively. The first
term (An) is the contribution from the micelle cross
sectional area πr2 ∼ n=ρ, where r is the micelle radius
and ρ is the density of surfactant beads in the micelle (taken
here to be constant); i.e., a thicker micelle has a higher
scission energy. The second term (BQ2) represents the
decrease in scission energy because of the electrostatic
repulsion amongst the charged surfactants (see the
Supplemental Material [31] for more details). In the
presence of only counterions and no added hydrotrope,
Q is high, which reduces the effective scission energy.
However, Q decreases with increasing hydrotrope concen-
tration since salicylate ions are strongly adsorbed onto the
micelle surface because of their strong affinity to the CTAC
micelle, as reported in earlier studies [16,40,41]. Strong
adsorption or penetration of the salicylate ions into the
micelle outer surface causes elongation of the micelle along
the axial direction and shrinkage in the radial direction.
Figure 3(a), upper panel, shows the number of surfactant
beads per 3 nm of the micelle length as a function of the
NaSal concentration, which is obtained from the bead count
at the minimum of the PMF [Fig. 2(a)]. The number of
surfactant beads per unit length, which depends quadrati-
cally on the effective micelle radius (see the Supplemental
Material [31] for more details), gradually decreases with
the increasing hydrotrope concentration, and this decreases
the scission energy. The effective scission energy initially
increases with hydrotrope concentration since n does not
decrease significantly [Fig. 3(a)], but Q2 decreases signifi-
cantly with hydrotrope concentration and Ee

scissðn;QÞ
reaches a maximum at an optimum value of R ∼ 0.65.
Note that we might expect a maximum of Ee

scissðn;QÞ at
R ∼ 1.02 since Q ¼ 0 at this hydrotrope concentration, if
Escissðn;QÞ were independent of the micelle radius r.
However, at higher hydrotrope concentration (R > 0.65),

FIG. 3. (a) Average number of beads per 3 nm length of micelle
and average box length along the micelle axis (upper panel) as
well as persistence length of the CTAC micelle as a function of R
(lower panel). The red line in the lower panel is a polynomial fit to
the numerical data (circles). (b) End-cap free energy, branching
free energy, and viscosity as functions of R for NaSal. Viscosity
data are taken from Ref. [42].
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n and r decrease significantly because of the micelle
thinning and hence Ee

scissðn;QÞ starts to decrease before
R reaches unity. At a still higher hydrotrope concentration,
Q2 eventually increases again as Q ultimately passes
through zero at R ∼ 1.02 and starts to increase in magnitude
as the salicylate ions continue to be adsorbed onto the
micelle surface and eventually penetrate into the interior of
the micelle as reported earlier [16,40,41]. So, at R > 1, not
only does n continue to decrease with increasing R, but also
Q2 begins to increase again, and hence Ee

scissðn;QÞ keeps
decreasing when R > 1.0. Thus, at low R, micelle thinning
(lower n) and cancellation of the micelle charge by
adsorbed hydrotropes compete in their effects on scission
energy, causing a maximum in Ee

scissðn;QÞ at R < 1, while
at R > 1, both micelle thinning and the increase of the
magnitude of the effective micelle charge by adsorbed
hydrotropes act to decrease the scission energy. The
simulated scission energy qualitatively follows the expres-
sion Ee

scissðn;QÞ ¼ An − BQ2 as shown in the inset of
Fig. 2(b). Details of the calculations are given in the
Supplemental Material [31]. We do not expect, or observe,
exact agreement with this simple formula for scission
energy, since the mass density of surfactant within the
micelle is not likely to be completely constant. We also note
that beyond R ¼ 0.65, the flexibility of the micelle
increases (Fig. S2 [31]) and the persistence length
decreases [Fig. 3(a)], which also make the micelle easier
to break within this region. Note that the chloride ions of
NaCl have much less affinity for the micelle surface than do
the salicylate ions, as can be seen in Fig. S3 [31]. Most of
the chloride ions remain in the solution while the salicylate
ions concentrate at the micelle surface. As a result, Q and
hence the effective scission energy are not affected as much
by the NaCl salt as they are by NaSal.
Next, to compute the branching free energy, we

decreased the bead count in the scission region of a
branched micelle in such a way that an extra end cap
was produced when the micelle body-branch bond was
broken (Figs. S4 and S5 in Supplemental Material [31]).
The micelle “body-branch bond energy” [Ebondðn;QÞ] was
computed using a similar umbrella sampling method as was
used in the scission energy calculations. The reversibility of
the process was also verified, as shown in Fig. S5 [31].
Note that when a micelle body-branch bond is broken,
a branch point is lost and an end cap is gained.
Thus, Ebondðn;QÞ¼ ½Ee

scissðn;QÞ=2�−Ebranchðn;QÞ, where
Ebranchðn;QÞ is the branching free energy of the micelle,
which can be obtained from Ebondðn;QÞ since Ee

scissðn;QÞ
has been computed. Fig. 3(b) shows the branching free
energy of the CTAC micelles as a function R in the
presence of NaSal hydrotropes. At low values of R, the
branching free energy is positive, suggesting that branch
formation is unfavorable, which is consistent with a
previous study [4]. However, the branching free energy
decreases with R, implying that branch formation becomes

more favorable at higher hydrotrope concentration, which
is also consistent with previous studies [4]. To confirm
further, we carried out self-assembly simulations by ran-
domly dispersing surfactants in the simulation box at
different hydrotrope concentrations. From this starting
state, we observed spontaneous branch formation at all
hydrotrope concentrations for which the branching free
energies are negative (Fig. S7 [31]). Note that the branching
free energy is positive even at R ¼ 2 for NaCl (Fig. S5
[31]), suggesting that little branch formation should happen
in the presence of NaCl only, which we also verified by
simulation of self-assembly (Fig. S8 [31]) and which is also
consistent with a previous study [4]. Interestingly, for
NaSal, branching free energy is, like scission free energy,
nonmonotonic, but with a minimum at R ¼ 1.5, which is
due to the competition between the micelle body-branch
bond energy and the end-cap energy.
Since the viscosity should increase with the average

length of the micelle, an increase in the scission energy
with R at low R, with a maximum at R ¼ 0.65 [Fig. 3(b)], is
consistent with the experimental observation [42,43] of a
rapid growth of the zero-shear viscosity of a CTACmicellar
solutions with R up to around R ∼ 0.65, followed by a
decrease in viscosity thereafter [42]. It has been debated in
the literature whether the decrease in the viscosity after this
peak is due to branch points, whose sliding motion across
the micelle body decreases the viscosity, or to a decrease in
the mean length of the micelles [44–47]. Our results
indicate that the latter explanation is more probable, since
our computed scission energy significantly decreases for
R > 0.65, while the branching energy shows a much
weaker variation. Since branching should exist also for
0.15 < R < 0.65, branch sliding may reduce the viscosity
somewhat in this region, but according to our finding that
the maximum in scission energy coincides with the
viscosity maximum, the main contribution to the viscosity
reduction apparently comes from the reduction in the
average micelle length. This agrees with conclusions drawn
in a previous experimental study [46,47]. Note that there
should be significant branch and micelle network formation
for 0.15 < R < 0.65 as well as at higher R, due to negative
branching free energy over the entire region R > 0.15.
Thus, if the decrease in viscosity were due to branch
formation, we would expect the first viscosity minimum to
occur for a hydrotrope concentration R < 0.65. While the
negative branch free energy, even below R ¼ 0.65, implies
the existence of micellar networks, these networks frag-
ment and reorganize themselves more quickly when the
end-cap energy is lower, and thus a maximum in viscosity
occurs at R ¼ 0.65 when the scission energy reaches a
maximum. Significant branch formation before the first
viscosity peak and a decrease in the average length of the
micelles after the first viscosity peak have also been directly
observed in a cryo-TEM study [47]. The weak effect of
inorganic salt on the scission energy observed in our study
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is also consistent with the experimental results of Khatory
et al. [48] who showed that the viscosity of a CTAB/KBr
solution increases by only eightfold upon a large increase
of salt concentration from R ¼ 1.1 to R ¼ 5.7, while for
CTAC=NaSal, the increase is 5 orders of magnitude over a
smaller range of R [42]. Finally, we also note that
Oelschlaeger et al. [15] estimated the scission energy of
CPyCl=NaSal solutions as a function of R using the indirect
method involving the plateau and loss moduli described
above and found that the dependence of scission energy on
R mimics the dependence of viscosity on R; i.e., it contains
two peaks. However, our direct simulations of
CTAC=NaSal show a single peak for the scission energy.
In their calculation of scission free energy from the
temperature-dependent rheological data, Oelschlaeger et al.
[15] assumed the entanglement spacing Le to be temper-
ature independent, whereas it actually has a dependence of
Le ∝ T0.55 [13]. Moreover, they assumed that the growth
law follows Cates’ theory for linear micelles G00

min=Gp ∼
Le=L̄ ∼ expð−Esciss=2kBTÞ even at high R where branches
and networks are likely to form [4]. Therefore, the
estimation of Esciss from this method may be only approxi-
mate, especially if loops and networks are present.
In summary, we have described a method for calculating

scission and branching free energy for micelles using
molecular dynamics simulations combined with a weighted
histogram method. Both scission and branching free energy
for the CTAC micelle obtained from our simulations are
nonmonotonic functions of hydrotrope concentration; the
former shows a maximum at R ¼ 0.65, whereas the later
shows a shallow minimum at R ¼ 1.5. We believe the first
of these is likely the origin of the ubiquitous large peak in
viscosity at around the surfactant to salt ratio R ¼ 0.65. The
general method of obtaining these free energies is trans-
ferrable to other surfactant solutions and can be used to
compute their scission and branching free energies, which
are the key ingredients that go into models for the dynamics
and flow properties of micelles.
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